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Please submit by email in PDF format. Add R code in a separate .R file, or SPSS code in
a separate .sps file, or Stata code in a separate .do file, or the code for any other package
you use separately. Some of the sample code below uses R – if you are using alternative
software and encounter difficulties, contact me.

1. For this question we wull use the time series data on the US, available in usatime.dta.
We will use this data to explain interest rates, in this case the 3-year Treasury Bond
rate, using initially the model:1

tb3t = β1 + β2inflationt + β3deficitt,

whereby

deficitt =
surplust
gdpt

· (−1000).

Produce on table with all estimated models in the columns, properly formatted.

(a) (4%) Estimate the base model.

(b) (8%) Perform Adjusted Dickey-Fuller tests on each of the variables, as well as the
residuals of the regression. What do you conclude?

(c) (4%) Add a lagged dependent variable to the model and re-estimate. You can
calculate a lagged variable using:

n <- dim(usatime)[1]

usatime$Ltb3 <- c(NA, usatime$tb3[-n])

(d) (4%) Add lagged independent variables to the model and re-estimate.

(e) (8%) Calculate the short-term and long-term elasticity for the effect of an increase
in the federal budget deficit on interest rates.

(f) (4%) In 1979, the Federal Reserve changed its focus from money supply to short
term interest rates. Create the dummy variable:

usatime$newpolicy <- as.numeric(usatime$year > 1979)

1Inspired by Wooldridge (2002, 324, 344).
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and re-estimate the model with this dummy variable interacting with the deficit
variable.

(g) (8%) Calculate the short-term and long-term elasticity for the effect of an increase
in the federal budget deficit on interest rates since the change in policy.

(h) (15%) Write a short (half page, excluding tables) report on your findings, including
a clear interpretation of the elasticities.

2. (45%) Hibbs (1977) claims that unemployment is lower under Democratic presidents
between 1947 and 1966. Performing whatever estimations or tests you think necessary
to see if the same holds for the 1947-2010 and for the 1900-2010 periods, using the
same data file. You can generate a variable for the presidency similar to the specification
in Hibbs (1977) with:

usatime$pres <- ifelse(usatime$party == "Democrat", 1,

ifelse(usatime$party == "Republican", -1, NA))

and lagged variables similar to the previous question. Hibbs (1977) controls for a
dummy variable reflecting the wars in Vietnam and Korea. As an alternative, add
military deployment military as a control variable (the sample size will be reduced
due to missingness) after estimating the base models. Calculate the short-term and
long-term impacts of having a democratic president for each model. Produce on table
with all estimated models in the columns, properly formatted. Write a brief (one page,
excluding tables) report on the estimations and tests performed and on the substantive
conclusions.
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